Diagnostic sensitivity of SPECT myocardial perfusion imaging using a pumping cardiac phantom with inserted variable defects.
The diagnostic sensitivity of various SPECT MPI procedures was assessed using a pumping cardiac phantom with variable defects inserted in the myocardial wall of the left ventricle. A diagnostic evaluation of 142 myocardial defects was performed. A diagnosis blinded to prior-known conditions was compared to the known defects severity (transmural, subendocardial) and defects position within the myocardial wall of the left ventricle (apical, anterior, inferior) for three body types (average male, large male, large female). Non-attenuation corrected, attenuation corrected and gated SPECT MPI were performed. The diagnostic sensitivity was improved when applying attenuation correction or gating techniques to identify subendocardial defects in the inferior, anterior and apical segments of the myocardial wall of the left ventricle for all three body types. Transmural defects could be identified without any attenuation correction or gating. The diagnostic sensitivity was improved when applying AC or GSPECT techniques.